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This document specifies a data format for stock data distribution in the Jabber community.

Legal
Copyright
This XMPP Extension Protocol is copyright © 1999 – 2017 by the XMPP Standards Foundation (XSF).

Permissions
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this specification (the
”Specification”), to make use of the Specification without restriction, including without limitation the
rights to implement the Specification in a software program, deploy the Specification in a network
service, and copy, modify, merge, publish, translate, distribute, sublicense, or sell copies of the Specification, and to permit persons to whom the Specification is furnished to do so, subject to the condition
that the foregoing copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Specification. Unless separate permission is granted, modified works that are
redistributed shall not contain misleading information regarding the authors, title, number, or publisher of the Specification, and shall not claim endorsement of the modified works by the authors, any
organization or project to which the authors belong, or the XMPP Standards Foundation.

Warranty
## NOTE WELL: This Specification is provided on an ”AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of
TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. ##

Liability
In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,
shall the XMPP Standards Foundation or any author of this Specification be liable for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising from,
out of, or in connection with the Specification or the implementation, deployment, or other use of the
Specification (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if the XMPP Standards
Foundation or such author has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

Conformance
This XMPP Extension Protocol has been contributed in full conformance with the XSF’s Intellectual
Property Rights Policy (a copy of which can be found at <https://xmpp.org/about/xsf/ipr-policy>
or obtained by writing to XMPP Standards Foundation, P.O. Box 787, Parker, CO 80134 USA).
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2 REALTIME DATA DISTRIBUTION

1 Introduction
Usage of jabber/xmpp for stock data transmission would be a nice-to-have. This xep defines
transmission of stock ticker values via XMPP based on publish/subscribe. A component, client
or alike may publish stock data in this specified way, after creating a node. However, first of
all a node on the pub/sub server must be created, this xep recommends creation of the node
in the domain ’stocks/’, with specific stock value published in the ticker name domain space,
i.e. ’stocks/CATG.DE’ or ’stocks/602345’. This xep uses the domain ’stocks/’ for example data.
So, what this document comes down to: it defines the data architecture for stock data and
it specifies, that a ’stocks/’ node is recommended to exist, which again holds all symbols
as subnodes, which again hold either ’/realtime’, ’/bar’ or ’/news’ as subnodes. The ’bar’
subnode contains a ’time descriptor’ subnode. The sort of the symbols is defined through the
service provider, who can i.e. support Y!ahoo finance symbols, (german) WKNs or official
stock symbols.
In a non pubsub environment stock data SHALL be transmitted in the x-chunk, identified with
the namespace ’http://www.jabber.org/jeps/jep-0067.html’, embedded into a message chunk.

2 Realtime data distribution
Realtime (or close-to-realtime) full stock value data is distributed to a ticker symbol pub/sub
location, in the stocks domain. The share data SHALL contain name, time of last trade, most
recent stock value, last trade volume, bid, ask, bid size, ask size of the share. If a value is not
available, the value MUST be set to ’-1’. Each of the values is transmitted in a corresponding
xml element, as seen below. The data is published to a pub/sub position. Realtime share value
SHALL be published to a position ’realtime’ in the ticker symbol domain.
Listing 1: Component distributes realtime share value ticker data
< iq from = ’ stockgate@way . com ’ to = ’ publish@gate . way ’ type = ’ set ’ id = ’
publish1 ’>
< pubsub xmlns = ’ http: // jabber . org / protocol / pubsub ’>
< publish node = ’ stocks / WEB2T . DE / realtime ’>
< item id = ’ some ’>
< realtime >
< symbol > web2t . de </ symbol >
< name > Web . de Xetra </ name >
< time > 04 -06 -2002 T12:12:12 </ time >
< value > 0.57 </ value >
< volume > 10000 </ volume >
< bid > 0.56 </ bid >
< ask > 0.60 </ ask >
< bidsize > -1 </ bidsize >
< asksize > -1 </ asksize >
</ realtime >
</ item >
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</ publish >
</ pubsub >
</ iq >

Listing 2: A client recieves realtime stock value data
< iq from = ’ stockgate@way . com ’ to = ’ publish@gate . way ’ type = ’ set ’ id = ’
publish1 ’>
< pubsub xmlns = ’ http: // jabber . org / protocol / pubsub ’>
< publish node = ’ stocks / WEB2T . DE / realtime ’>
< item id = ’ some ’>
< realtime >
< symbol > web2t . de </ symbol >
< name > Web . de Xetra </ name >
< time > 04 -06 -2002 T19:12:12 </ time >
< value > 0.57 </ value >
< volume > 10000 </ volume >
< bid > 0.56 </ bid >
< ask > 0.60 </ ask >
< bidsize > 1000 </ bidsize >
< asksize > 2000 </ asksize >
</ realtime >
</ item >
</ publish >
</ pubsub >
</ iq >

Listing 3: A client recieves data in a message chunk
< message from = ’ cerberus@jabber . org ’>
<x xmlns = ’ http: // www . jabber . org / jeps / jep -0067. html ’>
< realtime >
< symbol >^ GDAXI </ symbol >
< name > DAX </ name >
< time > 07 -07 -2003 T12:00:00 </ time >
< value > 3200 </ value >
< bid > -1 </ bid >
< ask > -1 </ bid >
< bidsize > -1 </ bidsize >
< asksize > -1 </ asksize >
</ realtime >
</ x >
</ message >

3 Distribution of barchart, time framed stock value data
Time framed, suitable for barcharts/candle sticks/line diagram, stock value data is distributed
to a pub/sub location, the ticker symbol domain in the stocks domain. The share data SHALL
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contain name, validity time of this data set, open, hi, low, close for this time frame, traded
volume in this time span of a share.
If a value is not available, the value MUST be set to ’-1’.
Each of the values is transmitted in a corresponding xml element, as seen below. The data
is published to a pub/sub position. Time framed, barcharted share data SHALL be published
to a position ’bar’ in the ticker symbol domain, the subdomain of this position SHALL be
the time span information, time span as stated below. It is up to a component, how to to
react on subscriptions in various time spans. Implementations are advised to generate data
as according to subscribers demands (subscriptions). Values lower than 0:0:0:0:5:0 are not
suitable for most implementations.
The time span SHALL be represented as a string, composed of the amount of years, months,
days, hours, minutes, seconds covered by this barchart data set. Time span values SHALL be
separated from each other through ’:’. A leading zero MAY be attached to digits lower than ten.
Listing 4: Component distributes realtime barcharted share value ticker data
< iq from = ’ stockgate@way . com ’ to = ’ publish@gate . way ’ type = ’ set ’ id = ’
publish1 ’>
< pubsub xmlns = ’ http: // jabber . org / protocol / pubsub ’>
< publish node = ’ stocks / WEB2T . DE / bar /0 :0:0:0:15:0 ’>
< item id = ’ some ’>
< bar >
< symbol > web2t . de </ symbol >
< name > Web . de Xetra </ name >
< time > 04 -06 -2002 T19:01:00 </ time >
< timespan >0 :0:0:0:15:0 </ timespan >
< open > 0.52 </ open >
<hi > 0.8 </ hi >
< low > 0.2 </ low >
< close > 0.51 </ close >
< volume > 10000 </ volume >
</ bar >
</ item >
</ publish >
</ pubsub >
</ iq >

Similar to section 2, timeframed data MAY be transmitted in a message element.

4 Distribution of share/stock specific news
Another important part in a stock system is distribution of stock/share specific news.
Stock news are distributed to the pub/sub gateway, to the ’news’ location in the ticker symbol
subdomain. The stock news are packed in a ’stocknews’ chunk. The stocknews chunk contains
time, subject, body and source of these news.
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Listing 5: Component publishes share/stock specific news
< iq from = ’ stockgate@way . com ’ to = ’ publish@gate . way ’ type = ’ rset ’ id = ’
publish1 ’>
< pubsub xmlns = ’ http: // jabber . org / protocol / pubsub ’>
< publish node = ’ stocks / WEB2T . DE / news ’>
< item id = ’ some ’>
< stocknews >
< symbol > web2t . de </ symbol >
< time > 04 -06 -2002 T21:10:00 </ time >
< subject > Web . de looses employees </ subject >
< body > Web . de looses 99% of all employees ! Employees went on
strike and did a collective quit . </ body >
< source > Web . de PR </ source >
</ stocknews >
</ item >
</ publish >
</ pubsub >
</ iq >

5 Known implementations
Greenthumb (http://greenthumb.jabberstudio.org) supports reception of stock ticker data.
The ’StockComponent’ (http://www.die-horde.de) is a partial component implementation.
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